What’s New in
Sage 100 2021.0

Sage 100 is releasing 29 new features to support our 15,000+ active customers and
to show our continued investment in this well-loved product. The Release Notes will
provide you with the comprehensive list of what’s available. Below are some key features
we’re really excited to highlight.

Big New Features
Enhanced Security and Communications
We’ve added templates to make it easier for
customers to deploy reports, messages, and set up
new users based on their users’ roles. For example,
anyone with the role “admin” can be distributed a
task or communication within the platform. This new
Role Security enhancement also puts up guardrails
to limit team members from making edits or viewing
records that they shouldn’t have access to. This
enhancement is not only more convenient, it also
makes it easier for our customers to prove SOC
compliance because they can run a report to show
exactly who has access to what part of Sage 100.

Improved Record Keeping Capabilities
Customers who send invoices, contracts, and other
business documents through Sage 100 now have
a detailed log to help them confirm these emails
are sent and received without any issues. We now
support PDFs, Word docs, JPEGs, and other file
types to be associated to our journals and registers.
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Expanded email options
We now offer Oauth to authenticate SMTP email
requests. Customers who use email providers
like Gmail or Outlook which require 2-step
authentication can now use those email providers
directly in Sage 100.
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Incremental Improvements
• Print all recap reports at once – now, accountants
can run all sales recap reports with just one click.
• If there’s a difference in receipt of goods vs. receipt
of invoices, we now provide customers with a date
range so that they can quickly identify where the
unreconciled balance comes from.

• Purchase Orders module now displays line
detail for receipt invoices and non-employee
compensation form is now available in purchase
order.
• And many more!

In case you missed it:
We’ve launched 2 new exciting offerings for our Sage 100 customers in the last year.
Host your Sage 100 data on Microsoft Azure
with Sage Partner Cloud
Our new program allows customers to keep the
Sage 100 product they know and love while hosting
their data in the same reliable cloud provider 95%
of Fortune 500 companies know and trust. Contract
your business partner to learn more.

Launch of Sage Data and Analytics
Get actionable data faster, improve data confidence,
and reduce IT costs with the powerful, easy-to-use
business intelligence toolkit for Sage 100. Sage Data
and Analytics gives Sage 100 users a powerful and
easy-to-use business intelligence toolkit complete
with live dashboards, graphical cashflow analysis
and more—right out of the box. To learn more, go
to the Sage Data and Analytics page on our Sage
Marketplace.

Above: Example of a CFO Dashboard on Sage Data and Analytics

Got an idea?
We’re always listening! Many of the new and incremental features available on this
release was originally submitted by users like you on our Sage 100 ideas site. Visit the
ideas site to share your ideas and vote for your favorites.
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